
the tv channel for
love songs



FLAME and MUSIC

Flame –
the universal
language of creation!

Music is an expression of the soul.
One way of expression. A palette of sounds, voices 
and emotions. From the soul to the soul!
Flame invites you to communicate through
music and share all the sensations music evokes!



FLAME and LOVE

Love – the essence of existence!

Love, the strongest emotion craved by all.
Flame shares Love with you!
The gentle one, the true and the deep one ...
the one that awakens ... the one that heals ...
the one that transforms!



FLAME and
INSPIRATION

Inspiration –
the flame that makes
everything possible!

A di�erent music channel for the whole family
Inspiration - that small �ame inside us that makes 
dreams come true ... that challenges us to dream 
and believe that we can and there is a way to 
breathe life to our desires!

Flame HD - The music content is di�erent from 
that in Flame 4k.

Inspiration is the most powerful emotion that 
performs miracles!
In Flame we have combined three of the most 
powerful sensations - love, inspiration and music!



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

ADS
FREE

FREE
TEST

24/7

HD

ALLOWING VIEWERS TO
WATCH WITHOUT ANY
DISTRACTIONS

PREMIUM TV CHANNEL

FULL HD QUALLITY

AVAILABLE FOR 10 DAYS
FREE TESTING

SOUND, QUALITY AND PERFORMERS - 
a completely di�erent TV channel for Love music.



Premium music channel
suitable for the whole family

The music channel for love,
inspiration and beautiful music!

30-40 songs refresh
each montH

Suitable for any TV operator.
- for basic package,

- for customized TV packages.

Targeted at women

Incredibly rich music
collection – 3000 music videos

in huge range of styles, 
artists from around the world -

local and global, songs
in different languages. 

Age – 16+
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